We consider Bickel-Rosenblatt tests of fit for a density f . Their asymptotic properties are studied under local Pitman's alternatives ; we investigate their power functions. Our goal is to look for the best test in this class, by optimizing the power as done by Mason (1983) in the context of minimax comparisons. This approach leads to a continuous versions of a χ 2 type test. Finally a simulation study is presented.
Introduction
Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . be a sequence of real valued iid r.v's with common density function f w.r.t the Lebesgue measure λ. A simple and well known estimate of f based on a sample (X 1 , . . . , X n ) is the kernel estimate, namely
which is defined for all x ∈ R. Here h n is a sequence of positive constants and K is a kernel function.
In the present paper we are interested in tests of fit pertaining to f . So we consider the following hypotheses
with f 0 is a known density.
To address this question, many tests have been proposed (see Lehmann (1997) [7] and D'Agostino and Stephens (1986) [2] ). Bickel and Rosenblatt proposed to use the following statistics (BR) in order to test the previous hypotheses Proposition 1 Under H 0 , if nh n → ∞ and nh 9/2 n → 0, then
where C(K) := K(s)K(z + s)ds 2 dz .
Applications of this result are numerous. For instance Jenkins (1995) [6] has given an interesting example in economics related to the incomes of the middle class in the United Kingdom. Similar result can be obtained under H 1 . This allows to compute the asymptotic power of the BR test, which is equal to one for all for all weight functions. In order to compare these various statistics with respect to their power, we have chosen to consider local alternatives and to study some minimax criterion. Those alternatives are of Pitman's kind, which are defined as follows: let η be some real valued function and α n be a sequence of real numbers that tends to 0. Consider the local alternative H n : g n = f 0 + α n (η + o (1)).
Without loss of generality we assume that the o(1) term is 0. Other kinds of local alternatives have been considered, such as Sharp Peak alternatives, which will be studied briefly at the end of this paper. We first state the following result, due to Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) [1] , which produces the asymptotic behavior of
n → ∞ and nh
From Propositions 1 and 2, the asymptotic power can be derived, namely
where φ denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal r.v. We observe that the asymptotic power of the BR tests under Pitman's local alternatives depends on various factors, namely the kernel K, the weight W , and the function η. The question which is addressed here is : What is the best choice of these factors that will lead to the best test in the class of BR ones? Ghosh and Huang (1991) [4] optimized the asymptotic power β(η, W, K) under local Pitman's alternatives with respect to the kernel K. They obtain the optimal kernel
Note that optimality for testing differs from optimality for estimation ; as well known the optimal kernel turns out to be then a quadratic one. We intend to continue on Ghosh and Huang's approach, i.e. optimizing β(η, W, K) upon W and η. This turns out to be a minimax type approach. For fixed W we identify the worst alternative η in order to make β(η, W, K) as small as possible and then optimize β(η, W, K) upon W . Thus, the best test statistics will be obtained under the worst alternative. Therefore we will have at disposal a statistics whose properties with respect to the power is somehow guaranteed. We refer to Lehmann (1997) [7] chapter 9 for a general approach on minimax choices. In the present frame, we consider some restricted minimax approach, in the same spirit of Mason (1983) [9] . Since the function φ is increase, then the choice of K * in (3) leads to optimize in (2) the function
It will be proved here after that the function γ defined in (4) is precisely Pitman's slope. Hence we optimize the asymptotic Pitman's efficiency (see Ghosh and Huang, 1991 [4] , p. 1007 and Nikitin (1995) [10] ). Let's start with optimizing β(η, W, K) with respect to η when the alternatives are g n (x) = f 0 (x) + α n η(x). The first constraint on η is η(x)dx = 0. However if only under this constraint, the solution is η ≡ 0, which contradicts the fact that g n is an alternative. To this end, we have to impose other constraints on the function η. According to the shape of alternatives one can say that g n converges toward f 0 in various ways. Let's define precisely some Pitman's alternatives by controlling the difference between the expectations w.r.t g n and f 0 . This means that we set xη(x)dx = b = 0, where b is a fixed constant. One could put constraints on moments of order greater than 1 of η. In summary, η satisfies the two constraints η(x)dx = 0 and xη(x)dx = b.
Here, we consider W f 0 the class of weight functions of the form 1/g, where i) g is bounded away from 0 and is almost everywhere (a.e.) continuous density, ii)
where V ar(g) is the variance of the r.v. with a density g which is supposed to be positive and A f 0 is the support of f 0 . We will assume that the set A f 0 to be bounded. For the class of the η functions, define the class C of functions η such that i')η is bounded, integrable and a.e. continuous, ii') η(x)dx = 0 and xη(x)dx = b. We assume that the following conditions hold : (K) The kernel K is a nonnegative and bounded function such that K(z)dz = 1, zK(z)dz = 0
The support of the density f 0 is a bounded set.
(D') The density f 0 is bounded away from 0, uniformly continuous and bounded on its support.
(D") f 0 is two times continuously derivable with bounded derivatives.
(H) The smoothing parameter h n is such that : h n → 0, nh 3/2 n → ∞ and nh 9/2 n → 0 whenever n → ∞.
Remark : Conditions (D) and (D') are stronger than what is required in Propositions 1 and 2. Boundedness of A f 0 , and the fact that f 0 be bounded away from 0 on A f 0 are needed to optimize β.
Results
We state our result in the following proposition
Theorem 1 Under the hypotheses (K), (D)-(D") and (H)
is reached respectively in η * and g * where
In such case
.
Corollary 1 Given the same hypotheses of Theorem 1, the optimal test in the class
Remarks a) Besides optimality, the solution W 0 = 1/f 0 has various properties : 1 -the calculation of the power being much simpler, since it writes as the product of a constant by the inverse of the variance of f 0 . 2-this choice of W is somehow similar to the one leading to the Anderson-Darling test in the CVM class of tests of fit. In this latest case, the weight is W = (F (1 − F )) −1 , which is proportional to the variance of F n . In the present setting, a close connection with variance of the estimate f n also exists,
3-with this choice for the function W , we note that the limiting distribution of the test statistics under H 0 dose not depend any longer upon the density f 0 . Therefore the BR-test with weight W = 1/f 0 is distribution free ; it is invariance with respect to the distribution of the data under H 0 . 4-one finds the same alternatives studied in Bosq (1983) citeBosq83, when g n (x) = f 0 (x)(1 + α n g(x)) which have been used to study the χ 2 test in a Hilbert space. b) We find the known χ 2 test : χ 2 (f n , f 0 ). One notes that the χ 2 test cannot be used to fit densities with unbounded support. To avoid this problem we propose a weighted version of the χ 2 statistics between tow densities f and g, which is defined by
where F is the d.f. of f .
Tests based on such a criterion will all have the property of invariance w.r.t. the distribution of the data under H 0 , as seen in Proposition 1, substituting W by W/f 0 . c) The procedure is valid for the case of dependent variables (strongly stationary and β-mixing), since the quantity to optimize is the same that in the independent case. This problem is developed in Tenreiro (1996) [12] , where the author gets the limit distribution of I n (W ) for fixed W . d) If the constant of deviation b tends toward ±∞, the same does γ(f 0 , η * ), and therefore the power β converges to 1. This means that one loses the local aspect of alternatives. A particular choice of b is θ V ar(f 0 ) for some constant θ. e) Note that from results of Hall (1984) [5] , one stood in one of the three cases in relation to the order of size of h n (nh 5 n → 0, c, ∞ ). But everything that one developed in this article can spread to the two other cases ; for details and quantities to optimize, see Fan (1994) [3] , where one finds an extensively detailed discussion on this point. Let's note that in Fan (1994) [3] the case studied in this article (relatively to h n ) is mentioned like the most recommended one. f) One could put other hypotheses on functions η, for example: η(−x) = −η(x) and 0
and the calculation of β(., ., .) also simplifies. g) The class W f 0 is not the largest possible on which 1/f 0 is the optimum. The largest class is the one that verifies the condition (7); see the example (4) below. h) An important property of the χ 2 test in b) is the invariance with respect to transformations of data, for example change of the unit measure (linear transformation). i) Contrary to the statistics of Bickel-Rosenblatt the CVM weighted statistics does not possess an explicit limit distribution according to W , but only for some particular weight functions, for example: 
Proofs Lemma 1
The unique minimum of the function η 2 (x)W (x)dx with respect to η on the set of constraints C is the function
where
Proof of Lemma
We consider the Lagrangian
We find
From (5) the calculation of the parameters λ 1 and λ 2 provides
Substitute λ 1 and λ 2 in (6) ; one finds
for all η ∈ C. This last inequality and the strict convexity of the function η 2 (x)W (x)dx establishes the proof of the lemma . If one substitutes the function η * found in the previous lemma in the function γ defined in (4), one has
We want to obtain, for any g from W f 0 , γ(g, η * ) ≤ γ(f 0 , η * ), which is the same as
Because g belongs to, we have W f 0 ,
for all x in A f 0 , from where one gets easily (7) and also Theorem 1.
Pitman's efficiency of I n (W )
Our objective, in this section is to calculate the Pitman's efficiency of I n (W ) for the local alternatives of the Pitman's type as done in the parametric case studied in van der Vaart, 1998 [13] , pp. 193. Since Pitman's efficiency is defined from the size of the sample, we take sequences α n and h n as exponents of n.
Proposition 3 The Pitman's slope for the alternatives of Pitman's type
when β 0 = (2 − δ)/4 and 2/9 < δ < 2/3.
Proof of Proposition 3.
Consider the problem of testing the null hypothesis H 0 : f = f 0 versus a sequence of alternatives H ν : f = g ν = f 0 + α ν η. We introduce the parameter ν to describe the asymptotics, so ν → ∞. We fix the level and the power α and β respectively. For fixed ν, let n ν denote the sample size which is necessary to assess the level α and the power β. If we note by π n the power function of the test under n observations, we define therefore the number n ν as the smallest number of observations such that:
where R c is the critical range, which is of the form {T n ≥ c n } and T n is the term on the left side of (1). The weak convergence of T n to a continuous distribution implies that the asymptotic level and power reach α and β respectively, for the minimum number of observations n ν . To get asymptotic level α (from (1)), the test rejects the hypothesis H 0 if
and on the other hand, the power of the test is
with σ 2 n = 2C(K) g 2 n W 2 dλ. Since g n converges to f 0 , one has σ nν −→ σ 0 . Then
Let n ν i be the sample size of the test corresponding to weight function W i , for i = 1; 2.
In view of both equations (8) and (9), the asymptotic relative efficiency is
This completes the proof of the Proposition. One observes in this case that the ratio between tow slopes (relative efficiency) depends on alternatives η, which is not the case for the parametric tests, see van der vaart, 1998 [13] , pp. 201. Now, we consider the case of "sharp peak" alternatives where this ratio is independent of the alternatives.
Sharp peak alternatives
The first interest to introduce these alternatives is to permit us to have a rate of convergence of these alternatives faster in comparison with the Pearson's test where α n = 1/ √ n (see Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) [1] ). The second is to avoid optimization on functions η, in order to compare powers of tests or evaluate the asymptotic relative efficiency. They are defined by:
where ϑ n and α n are a real sequences tending to 0. (see Ghosh and Huang (1991) [4] ) and Rosenblatt (1975) [11] ) and c is some constant. Under these alternatives the limit distribution of (1) is a Gaussian distribution with mean
and the same variance as in the case of Pitman's alternatives. Therefore the asymptotic power depends by the same way on the Pitman's slope, which is given in
In this case asymptotic Pitman's relative efficiency does not depend on the alternative "η". Therefore it does not intervene in the comparison of tests, what avoids to use the minimax approach. We only have to optimize on W . The optimal solution 1/f 0 remains valid for this case on the class of weight functions W, bounded , and a.e. continuous , W (c) = b and
(under the same hypotheses as previously).
A particular choice of he constant c is c = argmax x W (x) ; when there is a multiple solution, one can take them all in consideration and it can be defined as in Ghosh and Huang (1991) [4] .
Simulation
We present in this simulation study a comparison between powers of tests I n (W ) for several functions W and illustrate the optimality of the choice W = 1/f 0 . Consider a class of weight functions (and therefore a class of alternative functions η) to illustrate the asymptotic results obtained in Theorem 1. Let f 0 be a uniform density on the range [0, 1] and a class of weight functions
We take as a kernel function K the optimum given in Ghosh and Huang (1991) [4] ,
. Concerning the choice of the smoothing parameter h n , one cannot take the one which minimizes the integrated square error, that is to say h n = cn −1/5 , because it does not satisfy the conditions of the weak convergence of I n (W ). Further, this choice is optimal for the almost sure convergence of f n ; therefore it fits for estimation but not for tests. But for our case, the optimal h n should be the one that minimizes the distance between the d.f's of I n (W ) and the standard normal d.f (Proposition 1). This question is a problem that lays out of the present setting. One takes h n of the form h n = h 0 n −δ , with δ = 0.25 and δ = 0.30 (close to 1/5) in order to have a good estimation of f 0 . It remains to find values for the constant h 0 . One proposes a method of selection presented in Fan (1994) [3] . This method consists in calculating the risk of the first type while giving some values of h 0 , then to calculate the proportion of values of the statistics I n (1/g a ) on m = 3000 samples, that belong in the critical region h
One selects values of h 0 which give a proportion close to α = 5%. The quantity c α (a) introduced above is the asymptotic quantile of I n (1/g a ) given by c α (a) = 1.645
For the uniform density class, results are given in Table 1 . By the previous criterion, one can take h 0 = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.08 and 0.1 to proceed to calculate the powers of the tests. The calculation of asymptotic power for a = 1 is practically 100% if one takes the parameter of deviation θ larger than 2 ; its value is 1 − φ 1.645 − θ 2 3/2 , which is practically 1 for θ ≥ 2. To keep the local aspect of alternatives, one takes therefore θ = √ 3. We give results of power calculations for a = 1, 1.5 and 2
in Table 2 , as well as corresponding asymptotic powers. This makes comparisons of tests feasible on the basis of the asymptotic power. But to see the general form of the power according to a, one took 20 values of a between 1 and 2 with the different values of h 0 = 0.01 and 0.05, δ = 0.25 and 0.30. One notes effectively that the power for a = 1 is optimal, except for n = 50 and h 0 = 0.01. In conclusion Figures 1 and 2 show that the optimality of the choice W = 1/g, when g is uniform on [0, a], is reached at g = f 0 , the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. This confirms the result in Theorem 1.
The effective choice of h 0 , according to Fan's procedure, is h 0 = 0.05. Note also that optimality in terms of power is achieved for a sample size as small as n = 50. In order to assess the validity of the asymptotic power even for rather small sample size, we have seen ( Table 2 ) that the choice of h 0 is crucial. Indeed a change in h 0 may invalidate the approximations. 
